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Abstract—Although methods based on deep learning have achieved remarkable success in the field of point cloud analysis, the recognition accuracy of point cloud analysis is still far from practical applications. In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end attentive enhanced convolutional neural network for point cloud analysis, named AECNN, which can analyze point clouds with high accuracy. The key component in our method is the attentive enhanced convolution (AECConv) module. It designs an attention mechanism to enhance the features of each group through the interaction of information between groups, so that the feature expression is more sufficient and richer. Based on AECConv, we further design an attentive enhanced convolutional neural network (AECNN) for 3D model classification and segmentation. AECNN continuously abstracts the entire point cloud by stacking downsampling and AECConv to obtain feature descriptors that can represent the entire point cloud, and finally uses a classification head and a segmentation head to complete the task of point cloud classification and segmentation, respectively. Experiments are conducted on the point cloud recognition and large-scale point cloud outdoor segmentation datasets, i.e., ModelNet40 and vKITTI, respectively. Extensive experiments show that our AECNN can achieve high performance for classification and segmentation tasks, which exceeds previous point cloud recognition and segmentation algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Point cloud analysis is a key technology and basic means in the field of computer vision, and has a wide range of practical applications. Deep learning-based methods have made significant progress in the field of 2D image processing. However, unlike 2D images, the sparsity and disorder of point clouds make point cloud analysis remain challenging in computer vision. In addition, the accuracy of existing 3D point cloud classification and segmentation methods needs to be further improved.

To improve the recognition accuracy by using the surface detail information of point cloud, the previous multi-view-based methods use 2D image segmentation algorithms to process irregular point cloud data. Rendering a group of point clouds into 2D images is conducive to feature learning using classical 2D CNN, and the pixel-level semantic labels are back-projected to the point clouds to obtain the classification and segmentation results. However, the multi-view-based methods will inevitably lose some distinctive geometric information, and the perspective selection of projection needs extensive expert knowledge. Voxel-based methods regularize the point cloud into voxel structures, which can preserve the geometric information of objects to a large extent, but cannot subdivide the geometric information of the object boundary. In addition, low resolution tends to lose boundary details easily. Although point cloud-based methods are easy to obtain local geometric information, only part of the geometric information is discriminative for the overall structure of the object, and the absolute position information of points and the relative position information between point pairs lack the ability to describe the high-level global geometric structure of the object. The operation of CNN takes a lot of time to construct local point cloud data, resulting in increased time cost. Recently, deep learning [1] techniques have made progress in the machine vision field for many tasks [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In the realm of machine vision, deep learning techniques have recently made progress in a number of tasks. The method of directly processing point cloud data can utilize the original geometric information of the point cloud, avoiding the complex operations to completely obtain all the information of the point cloud. However, the original point cloud has the characteristics of the irregular, sparse and disordered structure, and it is difficult for traditional convolutional neural networks to capture the useful features.

To this end, we postulate an attentive enhanced convolutional neural network to deal with point cloud classification and segmentation tasks, which can improve the performance of point cloud recognition and segmentation while obtaining stronger feature representation capabilities. Our method learns a feature enhancement through information interaction between groups to extract a fuller and richer point cloud representation. The contributions are three-fold:

- We propose a novel attentive enhanced convolution module for point cloud feature extraction. It adaptively enhances the features of each group by information interacting between groups, effectively improving the feature representation capability of convolution operations.
- We propose an attentive enhanced convolutional neural network for 3D model analysis. It extracts discriminative feature descriptors by stacking downsampling and attentive enhanced convolution to improve the accuracy.
- We obtain high accuracy for both point cloud classification and segmentation benchmarks.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Volumetric-based and Projection-based Methods

Literature [8] is early attempts to apply deep learning methods to 3D model recognition and segmentation tasks. First, the raw unstructured point cloud is transformed into voxel data, and then features of the voxel data are extracted.
using a 3D convolutional neural network. In [8], the features of the voxel model are extracted by a stochastic gradient descent algorithm and an additional regularization term by adding a voxel model. In literature [9], a multi-view convolutional neural network is designed for the first time. Features are extracted from 2D views of 3D models, and then global feature descriptors are obtained through feature aggregation through a view pooling layer to predict category information. However, these methods may lose useful information during data format conversion and increase time cost and memory overhead.

B. Point Cloud-based Learning Methods

Compared with the multi-view-based method and the volumetric-based method, the point cloud-based method is the most concise, and the deep learning technology can be designed on the 3D point cloud, avoiding the time-consuming and laborious operations such as multi-directional photography and voxelization, which has become the mainstream research method. In [10], PointNet is proposed, which first adopt the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to express independent points, and then obtains global feature descriptors through the aggregation of max-pooling layers to complete the tasks of 3D model recognition and segmentation. However, PointNet only focuses on each independent point without considering capturing local geometric features. In [11], the local features of the point cloud are extracted in different scales, but the distance measurement between point pairs is not considered. The ability to capture local geometric features is lacking. To sum up, the feature representation capability of the existing point cloud recognition and segmentation methods needs to be further improved, and it is difficult to be compatible with practical applications.

III. ATTENTIVE ENHANCED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

We propose the attentive enhanced convolution and attentive enhanced convolutional neural network to boost the segmentation accuracy. We first design a attention enhanced convolution better to extract features of point cloud, then build an attention enhanced convolutional neural network by repeatedly using down sampling and attention enhanced convolution to extract feature descriptors that can represent the whole point cloud, and finally use a classification head and a segmentation head to achieve point cloud processing.

A. Group Convolution

The previous three-dimensional model recognition and segmentation methods mainly use multi-layer perceptron and graph convolution as the basic point cloud feature representation modules, and achieve certain phased results. However, the convolution kernel of the multi-layer perceptron has a shallow channel width, and the information that can be encoded is limited, and the feature expression is insufficient. Considering that the group convolution [12] has a wider channel and can encode more information, we introduce the group convolution to extract discriminative information by increasing the convolution kernel width. Specifically, we divide the input point cloud and convolution kernel into \( g \) groups, so that the features and convolution parameters are decreased to \( 1 / g \). Compared with the standard multi-layer perceptron and graph convolution, the parameters of the packet can be reduced to the original \( 1 / g \), which effectively reduces the network parameters and improves the calculation efficiency. At the same time, multiple groups increase the channel width so that the network can encode more useful features. Moreover, more discriminative information can be encoded through multiple channels, greatly enhancing the feature representation ability. Since different groups only contain part of the point cloud features, in order to capture complete features, previous methods concatenate features of different groups together to obtain more abundant features, and shuffle the channels to enhance the information interaction between groups, thereby capturing the discriminative features of all groups. In this way, the group convolution can increase the channel width, encode more useful features of the point cloud, and obtain richer feature representation capabilities.

B. Attentive Enhanced Convolution

To further enhance the information interaction between groups and use the information between groups to enhance the useful channel features, we design the attention enhanced convolution to obtain stronger feature representation ability. The network structure is shown in Figure 1. Specifically, we first concatenate the features of different groups together to obtain a connection map, the process is formulated as

\[
\tilde{f}^9 = f_1^9 \oplus f_2^9 \oplus f_3^9 \oplus \ldots \oplus f_g^9, \tag{1}
\]

where \( f \) is the features of the point cloud, \( g \) represents the group operation. And then the connection feature map is input into a convolution (conv) layer to learn discriminative features, and the learned features are input into the activation function sigmoid for nonlinear mapping, and then a feature selector is obtained as an attentive mask (attM) for feature enhancement.

\[
\text{attM} = \text{sigmoid}(\text{conv}(f^9)) \tag{2}
\]

Next, we use the learned attention mask as a feature enhancement module to adaptively enhance the features of each group by an element-wise multiplication operation, and the process is formulated as

\[
\tilde{f}_1^9 = \text{attM} \odot f_1^9 \tag{3}
\]

\[
\tilde{f}_2^9 = \text{attM} \odot f_2^9 \tag{4}
\]

where \( \odot \) denotes an element-wise multiplication operation. Finally, we concatenate the enhanced features of each group together to obtain more discriminative and richer features \( \tilde{f}^9 \).

\[
\tilde{f}^9 = \tilde{f}_1^9 \oplus \tilde{f}_2^9 \oplus \tilde{f}_3^9 \oplus \ldots \oplus \tilde{f}_g^9 \tag{5}
\]

In this way, the proposed attentive enhanced convolution can improve the feature representation of point clouds by learning between-group information, extracting discriminative enhanced features that are beneficial for identifying elusive categories.
C. Attentive Enhanced Convolutional Neural Network

Based on AEConv as the basic feature extraction operation, we can further complete AECNN for 3D model classification and large-scale point cloud segmentation tasks. The network structure is shown in Figure 2. To significantly reduce computational cost and memory overhead, we employ downsampling operations to progressively decrease the point cloud density. Specifically, we use three downsampling operations to enrich the attentive semantic information, and finally abstract the point cloud into a feature descriptor that can represent the point cloud. Since our attentive enhanced convolution has powerful feature representation capabilities, the sampling points have rich semantic information. By continuously stacking downsampling and attentive enhanced convolution, the original point cloud is getting smaller and smaller but the semantic information is richer and richer, and finally the point cloud is abstracted into a feature descriptors that can represent entire point cloud. Point cloud analysis task are completed by performing the heads of classification and segmentation on this descriptor. For the classification task, we use max pooling to aggregate useful features while discarding useless redundant features. Finally, we adopt three fully connected layers to obtain classification scores to complete the point cloud classification task. For segmentation, the structure of encoder layers follows the classification network, but it has a deeper number of layers so that the features have more abstract semantic information. We downsample four times in total to reduce computation for the segmentation network. Furthermore, we introduce skip connections for feature reuse and feature propagation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

For the point cloud classification task, the standard dataset ModelNet40 [13] is selected for experiments. ModelNet40 has 12,311 point cloud of 40 categories. We use 9,843 models for training and 2,468 models for testing. For segmentation, experiments are carried out on a outdoor scene segmentation dataset vKITTI [14]. vKITTI is an outdoor actual autonomous driving scenes dataset, divided into 6 different urban scenes, in which all points are labeled as cars, and trees in the autonomous driving scene of 13 semantic categories.
To verify the superiority of our algorithm in this paper in processing 3D point cloud segmentation task, the recognition accuracy is compared with other advanced algorithms on the vKITTI [14] dataset. As shown in Table III, the proposed algorithm achieves good segmentation performance with an mIoU of 85.4%. Compared with the current advanced algorithm, our algorithm has certain advantages in segmentation accuracy. The experiment fully verifies that our method has the strong feature recognition ability. Figure 4 visualizes the prediction results of our AECNN. Our AECNN can accurately segment the entire autonomous driving scene, especially has a strong discriminating ability for fine-grained boundaries. The reason is that the proposed AEConv can attentively extract discriminative feature-enhanced information through the information interaction among different groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ablation</th>
<th>ModelNet40(OA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Baseline [10]</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Group convolution</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>AEConv</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>AECNN(Fully Network)</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**F. Ablation Study**

We conduct ablation studies on Modelnet40. The results are represent in table [11]. Here, "AECNN" means attention enhanced convolutional neural network, and "AEConv" means attention enhanced convolution. It can be seen that compared with baseline PointNet [10], the recognition accuracy is improved by 2.1% when we use group convolution. When we adopt AEConv instead of group convolution, the classification accuracy is further improved by 1.1%. The reason is that our AEConv is able to focus on important channel features. In addition, after constructing AECNN by stacking AEConv and downsampling, the recognition accuracy is improved by 0.8%. The reason is that our AECNN has the stronger feature representation ability for point cloud analysis. The above experiments prove the effectiveness of attentive enhanced convolution and attentive enhanced convolutional neural network, and fully prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.

**V. Conclusion**

In this paper, we propose an attentive enhanced convolutional neural network for point cloud recognition and segmentation tasks. Firstly, we design an attentive enhanced convolution to obtain more discriminative point cloud features by using the information between groups. Besides, an attentive enhanced convolutional neural network is constructed by stacking downsampling and attentive enhanced convolution multiple times to reduce the density of the point cloud while continuously enhancing the semantic information of the features to obtain more discriminative feature descriptors for completing the classification and segmentation.
of point clouds. Experiments prove that our method has better performance in recognition and segmentation due to its strong feature representation for 3D point cloud classification and segmentation tasks.
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